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1. INTRODUCTION 
There has recently been a great deal of interest in the field of functional- 
differential equations of neutral type. These are differential equations in 
which the present dynamics of the system are influenced by its past 
behaviour [2]. One of the problems basic to the analysis of such systems is 
the selection of an appropriate space for solutions. This problem was 
investigated by Driver [8], Hale and Meyer 191, and Melvin [ 15, 161. 
The main result of the present paper states that all functional-differential 
equations of neutral type with existence, uniqueness, and continuous depen- 
dence on the initial data and the right-hand side of solutions constitute a 
residual set in some complete metric space. 
It is proved furthermore, that nonconvergence of successive approx- 
imations of such equations is in any sense a rare case. This property of 
differential equations is said to be generic. 
The study of generic properties of differential equations was started by 
Orlicz [ 171, who showed that the subset of all f for which the Cauchy 
problem for the equation x’ =f(t, x) does not have unique solutions is of the 
first category in the space of all continuous and boundedfwith values in the 
n-dimensional Euclidean space R", equipped with a natural metric. This 
result has been generalized by Alexiewicz and Orlicz [ 11, Lasota and Yorke 
[14], Kisielewicz [ll-131, Caste110 [3], Piorek [20], De Blasi and Myjak 
[4-61, Vidossich [21,22], and Orlicz and Szufla [18]. 
Generic properties of functional equations have been considered in [7]. 
This last paper contains, among others, generic properties of a functional- 
integral equation 
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which contains, as a particular case, functional-differential equations of 
neutral type 
It was proved in [7] that all equations of the form (1) with existence, 
uniqueness, and continuous dependence on the right-hand side and initial 
conditions of solutions constitute a residual set in the space of all such 
equations with continuous right hand sides satisfying a Lipschitz condition 
with respect to its third variable. 
The result of this paper generalizes, among others, results of De Blasi et 
al. [7] concerning functional-differential equation of the form (2). 
Let C, and L, denote the Banach spaces C([-r, a], R”) and L([--r, a J, 
R “) with the usual norms /I. ]la and 1. I,, respectively, where r > 0 and R n is 
the n-dimensional Euclidean space with a norm 1 e /. Denote by Y&(a < /3), 
the Banach space L([a,p], R”) with the usual norm 1. la4. If a = 0 we will 
write ;ip, and ] . I0 instead of P,,, and 1. lob, respectively. Let us denote by 
&([-r, a], R”) the space of all absolutely continuous functions 
x: [--r, a] + R”. It was proved in [ 191 that s’([--T, a], R”) together with a 
metric generated by 11.11, defined by llxlla = llx]lu + Iii,, is a complete 
metric space. 
The results of this paper are concerned with functional-differential 
equations of the form 
R(t) =f(t, x, i) for a.e. t E 10, T], (3) 
withf:[O,T]xC,xL,-+R” satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) f(., x,y) E &$. for fixed (x,y) E C, x L,; 
(ii) the mapping g: C, x L, -+ PT defined by g(x, y) =f(., x, y) for 
(x, y) E C, x L,, is continuous. 
We say that f satisfying (i) is locally Lipschitzean if for every 
(x, y) E C, x L, there are a neighborhood U,, of (x, v) and a continuous 
increasing function Kxy : [0, T] + [0, co) with K,,(O) = 0 such that for every 
(XI~YI)~ (“z,Y*)E ux, and 0 < a < t < T we have 
If(.,x,,v,)-f(~~x,~~,>l,~~K,,(t--a)[llx, -xA+ Iv, -YAJ. (4) 
Let us observe that conditions (i) and (ii) proposed above are weaker then 
the classical Caratheodory conditions. These last conditions are too strong 
for the functional-differential equations of neutral type. They even rule out 
difference-differential equations of the form 
i(t) = ax(t) + bx(t - 1) + ci(t - 1). 
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It is not difficult o verify that if g: [0, T] x R3” + R” is such that 
g(*,x,y,z)Eg- for fixed (x,y,z)ER3” and ]g(t,xi,yi,zi)- 
&, XZ~YZ~ z*)l < K,(t)1 Xl -4 +K*(OIY, -Y*l +Llz, -z*I for 
t E [0, T], with K,, K, E L([O, T], R ‘) and L > 0, then f: [0, T] X CrL 
L, -+ R” defined by f(t, x, y) = g(t, x(t), .?(a(t)), y@(t))) for t E [0, T] and 
(x, y) E C, x L,, where a, /I E C([O, T], R) are such that 0 < a(t) < t and 
0 <P(t) < t, satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). 
Let us observe that Eq. (3) contains, as its particular case, a functional- 
differential equation of the form 
i(t) =f(t, xt, &) for a.e. t E [0, T], 
where for z: l-r, T] + R” we put zt(s) = z(t + S) for fixed t E [O, r] and 
SE [-r,O]. 
The results of this paper can be extended to the case when f is defined on 
an open connected set D c R x C, x L, or takes its values from’ a separable 
Banach space. 
2. THE METRIC SPACE (F,p) AND 
AN APPROXIMATION THEOREM 
Let us introduce in the space F of all functions f: [0, r] x C, X L, + R” 
satisfying conditions (i), (ii), an equivalence relation “ - ” defined byf, -f, 
iffsup(lf,(.,x,Y)-f(.,x,Y)I,: kY)E C,XL,I =O. 
Let F denote the space of all equivalence classes of F defined by -. 
Notationally, we shall not distinguish between elements of X and F. 
ForgivenO<a<p<Tandf,,f,ESr,let 
In the sequel we will need 
LEMMA 1. For every, locally Lipschitzean f E fl, lim,,, pmo(f, 0) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose pao(f, 0) is not converging to zero as /3 -+ a. Then there 
exists E,, > 0 such that E, < pmo(f, 0) < 1 for each 0 <a < j3 < T. Hence it 
follows that for every 0 < a < /3 < T there exists (x0, y,) E Cr x L, such that 
o< &</~lf(tJo,Yo~ldt. 
0 a 
Let U, and K,: [0, T]+ [0, co) b e a neighborhood of (x,, y,) and a 
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continuous increasing function, respectively, such that (4) is satisfied for 
(x, , yr), (x2,y2) E U, , and t E [0, T]. Therefore, for every (x1, y,) E U, we 
have 
Hence it follows that sg = 0 and the proof is complete. 
Define now a metric p for jr by setting p(f, ,f,) =~,&f, ,fi) for 
f, Lf2 E CF. 
LEMMA 2. (Sr, p) is a complete metric space. 
Proof: Let (f,) be a Cauchy sequence of ST. Then for every k > 1 there 
is Nk > 1 such that 
If,(.,X,Y>-f,(.,X,Y)l, 1 
1 + lf,(.,X,Y)-f,(.,X,Y)l= < zk+’ 
for II, m > N, and (x, y) E C, X L,. Hence it follows that 
for 6 m>,N,, (X,J')~C,xL,, and k > 1. Therefore, (f,(., x, y)) is a 
Cauchy sequence of PT. Then there exists f(-, x, y) E PT such that 
‘(fnii 2 ;) ;2., x, y) I, -+ 0 as n + co, uniformly with respect to 
Hence from continuity of g,: C, X L, 3 (x, y) -+ 
f:i., x, y) ; 5$. /t’follows that a mapping g: C, x L, 3 (x, y) -+f(., x, y) E pr 
is continuous. Then fE <F. We have of course pdf, J) --t 0 as n --) 03 which 
completes the proof. 
Adopting now the procedure of Lasota and Yorke [ 141 we shall show that 
every fE jr can be approximated by locally Lipschitzean elements of this 
space. 
THEOREM 3. For every f E ST and E > 0 there exists f,E Sr, locally 
Lipschitzean and such that p(f,, f) < E. 
ProoJ Denote by p,(x) and ql(y), for fixed t E [0, T] and (x, y) E 
C, x L,, functions of l-r, T] into R” defined by 
p,(x)(s) =x(s) for s E l-r, t], 
=x(c) for s E (t, T], 
and 
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4*(Y)(S) = Y(S) for s E l-r, t], 
=o for s E (t, r]. 
We have P,(X) E CT, q,(y) E L,, II P~(x)II~ = I-4~ lqlO>IT = 1~1,. It is not 
difficult to see that p,(x) and q,(y) are linear with respect to x and y, respec- 
tively. 
Moreover, for every A x B c C, x L, such that inf(I/ p,(x - u)llr +
lq,(y - w)IT: (u, w) E A x B) exists for (x,y) E C, x L, and t E [O, TI, a 
function h: 10, TJ X C, XL, + R defined by h(t, x, y) = inf( 1) p,(x - u)llr +
l4r(Y - w1l-r: (u,w)EAxB} for tE[O,T\ and (x,y)EC,XLT is 
measurable in t E [0, T] for fixed (x, y) E C, x L,. It remains true if A is in 
the space .59r of all bounded functions of (-r, T] into R”. 
Let E > 0 be given. By the continuity of a mapping g: C, x L 7 3 (x, y) + 
f(., x, y) E P”, for every (x, y) E C, X L, there exists a 6(x, y, E) > 0 such 
that If(.,x,y)-f(.,Z,~)l, ( E for each (jZ,;,)EC,.X L, satisfying 
lb-d,+ lu-.A, < 4-%Y,E)* 
Let N(x,~,E)={(u,u)EC~XL~:IJ~--~I~+I~-UI~<~(~,~,E) for 
(x, y) E C, x L,. For each (2, jr) E N(x, y, E) and f E [0, r] we have 
IIPrG-f)llT+ Iq,b--RI, <&GY,E). 
Furthermore, C, x L, = U{N(x, y, E): (x, y) E C, x LT}. By the para- 
compactness of C, X L, there exists an open locally finite refinement 
(Qj) j E A of {N(x, y, E)}(x, y) E C, x L,. Then for every j E A there exists 
(2, yJ E C, x L, such that Qj c N(2, y’, E). 
Define, for fixed f E [O, T], (x, y) E C, X L,, andjE A, 
rj(Pt(x>, q (Y)) 
=o for (x,Y> ~5 Qj, 
=inf(llp,(x-~)ll.+lq,(y-~)I,:(~~;)E~~icx~Q,L) 
for (x, y) E Qj, where a@ = (U E ~3’~: u(t) E aQj”(t) for t E [-r, T]}, 
aQF(t) = {u(t): u E Q,“}, Qf and Qp denote projections of Qj onto C, and 
L,, respectively, and 8B stands for the boundary of a set B. It is not difficult 
to see that 
I rj(Pt(xl>~ 4t(Yl)) - rj(Pt(x*>, qI(Y*))l G II PtCxI - x*>llT 
+ l%(Y, -Y*~l7~ll~,-~~ll~+lY~-Y*lt~ll~, -&IL 
+ I Yl -Y,l* 
for (x~~Y~), CWJ~EC~XL~, t E [0, T], and j E A. Hence it follows, in 
particular, that for each j E A and t E [0, r] a mapping rj(p,(.), qr(.)) of 
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C, x L, into R is uniformly continuous on C, X L,. Therefore, a mapping 
w. : [O, T] x c, x L, -+ R defined by W&G Y) = [CjeA rj(P,(X>, qt(Y))l -’ for 
every t E [0, T] and (x, y) E C, x L,, is measurable in t E [0, T] and 
continuous on C, x L, for fixed t E 10, r]. Indeed, by the definition of 
(Qj)jeA , for every (x, Y) E CT X L,, there are a neighborhood U,, of (x, y) 
and a set A,, = {j, ,...,jmX,} cA such that QjnUX,=O for j&A,,. 
Therefore rj(p,(2, qt( yj) = 0 for t E [0, T], (2, yj) E U,, and j & A,, . For 
jEA,, we have Qj n U,, f 0. Then CjeAxy rj(Pt(f>, qh7) = 
xjEA rj(p,(2), q (n) > 0 for t E [0, T] and (2, y3 E C, x L,. Therefore, we 
have wl(% .?I = [ Cj,A rj(p,(x3, qt( f))] - ’ for (2, y3 E UXY. Hence it follows 
that w.( ., . ) is continu&s on C, x L, for fixed t E [0, T] and measurable in 
t E [O, T]. 
We shall show now that for every (x, y) E C, X L, there are a 
neighborhood U,, of (x, y) and a number L,, > 0 such that 
I uj(Pt(x1)9 4t(Y*)) - uj(Pt(X2)3 ql(Y*))I G L*y(llxI - x*llt + I Yl --YZ It) 
for each (x,, YA (x2, VA E uxy3 t E [0, T], and j E A, where vj( p,(x), 
4LYN = rj(p,CG 4h9) - 9(x, Y>. 
Let t E [0, T] and jE A be fixed. By the continuity of w,,(., a) on C, X L,, 
for every (x, y) E C, x L, there exists a neighborhood, say again U,,, of 
(x, y) such that w&?,yT < 1 + w,,(x, y) for (%,y3 E U,,. Suppose U,, is 'such 
taken, that 
and 
w,(Z F,l < w,(-c $9 < 1 + w,(x, Y> 
for (2, jr) E U,, . For (xl,yl>, (x,,Y,) E uxu, we have 
I uj(Pf(xl>~ St(Yl>) - uj(PAx*)T qt(Y2))l 
G W,(X,,Yl)[lrj(Pt(Xl), qf(Y,)) - rj(PLXJ, 9kYd)l 
+ X I rj(Pf(X,>3 qt(Y1)) - rj(Pt(XA 4t(YA)I I 
jeAxy 
Qfx,(1 + 4Jllx1 -X*llt + I YI -Y2IrL 
where M,, = 1 + w,-,(x, y). 
Let us define now a desired function f,: [0, T] x C, x L, -+ Rn by setting 
f,(t, X9 Y> = &?,(t, Pt(Xh 4,(Y)), where g,(S~ Pt(X>y 4t(Y)) = cj,A uj(Pt(XL 4!(Y)) . 
f(s,xj,yj) for O<s<t< T and (x,y)E C,xLT, where (xj,yj)E Qj. 
Suppose a neighborhood U,, of (x, y), L,, > 0, and A,, = {j, ,..., jnX,} c A 
are such that g&S, t, 2, ~7 = JJjEA,, uj(Pt(q, t(?l) *f(s, Xj, Yj> and I uj(Pt(x,h 
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s,(v,>> - ~j(PfW %(Yd)I G LYIll x,-x,ll,+Iy,-y,l,l for O<s<t<T 
and KY), (xlr~J, (x~,YJE U,,. Hence it follows that g, is measurable 
with respect to s E [0, t] and measurable with respect to t E [0, T] and 
satisfies 
I &(S~P,(X,)~ 4S(YI)) - &(S,P,(%h 4s(Y*))l 
< k,(M Ps(X, -%)IL + 14sCY1 -YJLl 
< ~,,(~>~llXl - XZ ll + I YI -Y*Irl (5) 
for 0 < s < t < T and (x, , Y,), (x2, YJ E U,, , where k,,(s) = nxyLxp . 
max{lf(S,~~,~~)l:jEA,,,}. Therefore, f,(.,x,v) E YT for fixed (x,y) E 
C, x L, and 
1 .f If,(S,X,,Y,)-f,(S,X*,Y,)l ds a 
G I ’ k,Wlllx, -x,/I, + I Y, -~zIrl ds 
=~,,(~-~)lllx,-~*ll~+l~~-J’~l,l 
for (x~,YJ, (x2,y2) E Uxy9 and O< a < t < T, where KJt -a) = 
1: k,,,(s) ds. Thus f, is locally Lipschitzean. Hence, in particular follows that 
f, satisfies condition (ii) and thereforef, E j7. 
We shall show now that ~(f,,f) < E. Let us observe first hat for every 
s E 10, t], t E [O, T], and (x,Y) E C, x L, we have PLx)I~~~,~~ =~,(x>l~~,,,~ 
and qt(.d-,.,sl = qs(~)lr-r,sl. Therefore, 
I : I &p,(x), q,(y)) - g,(s,p,(x>, q,(y))lds = 0 
for fixed t E [0, T] and (x, y) E C, X L,. Then, in particular, f (s, x, y) = 
g,(s,p,(x>, qf(y)) for t E 10, T], (x, Y) E CT x L, and a-e. s E 10, tl. 
Suppose now, a neighborhood U,, of (x, y) E C, x L, and a set 
A,, = {j, ,..., 
XA\A.,. 
jnx,} c A are such that (x, Y) E f)jcA,,, Qj and (x,Y) @ Qi for 
For fixed t E [0, T] and (x,~) E C, x L, we have 
j_’ If& x, Y> -f(s, x> v)l ds = if I g,b P,(x>~ q,(y)) 
-0 0 
-f(s, XT VII dS G ,zx, ~j(Pt(X>, q,(Y)) jbI f(sy Xj3 Yj) 
-f(s, X,Y)IdS G E . jzx, uj(Pt(X>, q,(Y)) = E. 
Hence it follows that ~(f,,f) < E and the proof is complete. 
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3. EXISTENCE,UNIQUENESS, AND CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE 
OF SOLUTIONS 
Let us consider an initial value problem 
i(t) =f(t, x, a> for a.e. tE [0, T], 
x(t) = PW fortE [-r,O], 
(6) 
where fE F and 9 E cd([-r, 01, I?“). By a solution of (6) we mean an 
absolutely continuous function x: [-r, T] -+ R” satisfying (6). 
Adopting now the classical method of successive approximations, we will 
prove that iffE .F is locally Lipschitzean, then (6) has exactly one solution. 
THEOREM 4. Let f E.F be locally Lipschitzean. Then, for every 
qo E d([--r, 01, R”) there exists exactly one solution of (6) on the maximal 
interval [--I, f”] c [-r, T]. 
Proof: Let x,, E M’( [-r, T], R”) be defined by x,(t) = q(t) for t E [-r, 01 
and x0(t) = ~(0) f or f E [0, T]. Suppose U,, and K,: [0, T] + R are a 
neighborhood of (x0, iO) and a continuous increasing function, respectively, 
such that 
If(.,x,,Y,)-f(.,x*,Y,)l,~~,(t)lllx, -x21/1 + IYI -Y*lrl 
for (x,,Y,), (q,y,)E u,,, and tE lo, Tl. 
Let S, be a closed ball of C, x L, with the center (x0, a,) and a radius 
r,, > 0 such that S, c U,,. Select T, E [0, T] such that K,(T,,) < +, 
pT,(f, 0) < 1, and @T,(J; O))/(l -pTO(f’ 0)) < r,/2. This is possible, because 
&(.A 0) -+ 0 and K,(t)+ 0 as t+ 0. Hence it follows that 
j~If(t,x,y)Idt<r,/2 for each (x,y)EC,xL,.. 
Let us define a sequence (x,) of .,P( [-r, T], R “) by setting 
x,(t) = f?(t) for t E l-r, 01, 
= do> + ~;SCs> x,-I 1 -L d ds 
= xn(To> for t E (T,, T], 
for t E [O, T,,], 
for n = 1, 2,..., where x,, was defined above. We have x, E Ld([-r, T], R”), 
[Ix, - xOIlr < r,/2, and (a,, - xOIT < r,/2 for each n = 1, 2,.... Therefore 
[lx,, - xOllT < r0 and (x,, i,J E S, c lJ, for each n = 1, 2,.... Hence from the 
properties f we get /Ix,+, -x,& < 2K,(T,,) 11x, - x,~, 11,. for n = 1, 2,.... 
Then (x,) is a Cauchy sequence of d([-r, T], R”), because K&T,,) < f. 
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Therefore, there exists a x1 E d((-r, T], R”), such that 
lim,, llxn -x1 llr. = 0. We have of course (x1, a’) E S, c U,. Then 
xl(r)-rpo-df(s,xl,i’)ds 1 <lb’--47 
+jo~lf~s,x~,~~~-f~s,x,.l,~Idsglx,-x,ll,~l +a~,)) 
for t E [0, r] and n = 1, 2 ,.... Furthermore, x’(t) = o(t) for t E I-r, 01. Thus 
xv> = dt> for t E I-r, 01, 
=cn(0)+j-~f(s,xl,il)ds for t E [0, r,], (7) 
= XIV,) for r E (T,, rj. 
We shall show now that there exists exactly one function 
x’ E d([-r, T], R”) satisfying (7). Indeed, suppose y’ E coP( I-r, T], R”) 
satisfies (7) too. Since 11 y, - x’ 11, < 2K(T,,)ll y, -x1 11, < II y, - x’ Ilr, then 
II Yl -xlllr=O. 
Now, in a similar way as above we can define a T, E (T,,, r] and a unique 
function x2 E &‘([-I, T], R”) such that 
x’(t) = x’(t) for t E [-r, r,], 
= x’(T,) + J;“f(s, X2, a’> ds for t E [T,, T,], 
= X2(T,) for t E (T,, T]. 
Hence it follows that 
x2 (4 = rp(t> for t E [-r, 01, 
= q(O) + j;f(s, x2, is’) ds for t E (0, T,], 
= x2(T,) for t E (T,, T]. 
Continuing this process we can define a unique function x E &([--r, T], R”) 
satisfying (6) on the maximal interval [-r, Tf] c [-r, T]. This completes the 
proof. 
Let us denote by A(rp,f) the set of all solutions of (6) corresponding to 
(rp,f) E d((-r, 01, R”) x 3. For simplicity it will be assumed that ?=; = T 
for each fE F. 
THEOREM 5. Let x E A(rp,f), where f is locally Lipschitzean and 
suppose (q,, f,) E XZ’( [-r, 0), R “) x .F are such that A (q, ,f,) f 0 for each 
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n = 1, 2,..., and Ilvo,-u,llo+p(fn,f)-+O as n-+co. Then IIx,-xIIT+O as 
n -+ co, where x, E .fl(p,,JJ 
Proof: Let pl(x,) and qt(in) be defined, , for fixed t E [0, T] and 
n = 1, 2,..., as in the proof of Theorem 3. 
Let x, =p,,(q) and let U, and K, be a neighborhood of (x0, &) and a 
continuous increasing function, respectively, such that 
If(~~x~~~*)-f(~~x,~~*)l,~~o(t)lllx, -x21/,+ Iv1 -Y*l,l 
for (x,, JJ,), (x2, yJ E U,, and t E [0, T]. Suppose S, is a closed ball of 
center (x,,, a ,) and a radius r0 > 0 such that S, E U,, .Select r, E [0, T] and 
N> 1 such that Ilv,, - vllo 6 r,/3, &f,,f) < 1, 
P("ftlLf7 
1 - p(f,,f) G ro'6y PTO(J; 0) < 1, PTo(f' O) 1 - PTU(.L 0) 
< ro/6, 
and K,(T,) < 4. This is possible because ]I rp, - v, I], --t 0, pdf,,f) + 0, 
f&i 0) -+ 0, and K,(t) --t 0 as n -+ co and t -+ 0, respectively. Hence it follows 
and 
I 
:” I fn(t, x, y) -Sk x, ~11 dt < l $j;s;, G ro/6 
n, 
i 
:’ 1 f(t, x, y)l ds < -pTo(J; ”
1 -PTJf'O) 
< ro/6 
for (x, y) E C, X L, and n > N. Then 
lIPTo -xollr + lqT,bJ -x01, G lb, - VII0 
+2 
u 
:” I fn(t, x 3 %J -./Xc x,t 2 is,> I dt 
+ joTo I NT x,, A)ldt < r. ) 
for n > N. Therefore, (Pi,, qT,(i,)) E So c U, for n > N. Thus, for n, 
m > N we get 
II Pro@,) -P&vJIIT + 14&n) - 9T,Kn)lT 
P(fmLf) 
+2 1 -P(fmJ-) * I 
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Then 1 (P~,,(x,>~ qT,,C%)) I is a Cauchy sequence of .d([-r, T],R”). 
Therefore, there exists a x0 E &( [-r, T], R”) such that ]lxn - x0 llTO+ 0 as 
n -+ co and 
x0(*> = cow for t E l--r, O], 
i”(t) =f(t, x0, a”> for a.e. t E [0, To]. 
Continuing this process, we can define a function X E .d(]--r, 7’1, R”) such 
that YEA and ]Ix,--XI]r+O as n-+co. But A(rp,f)= {x). Then 
]I x, - x I], + 0 as n -+ co, which completes the proof. 
4. GENERIC PROPERTIES OF FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS OF NEUTRAL TYPE 
We will need in this section the following lemma presented in [lo]. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose (2, d) is a Bait-e space and let A c B c Z. If A is a 
residual subset of (Z, d), then B is a residual subset of (Z, d), too. 
Furthermore, we will use here the following, unpublished result of Lasota. 
LEMMA 7. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and S a dense subset of 
(X, d). Suppose a function x:X + [0, 00) is such that x(x,) + 0 for any 
sequence (x,) c X such that x, + x E S. Then the set .x‘ = (x E X: x(x) = O} 
is a residual subset of (X, d). 
Proof Let us observe that Xj&” = Up=, .&, where .& = 
{x E X: x(x) 2 l/k}. Then it sufficies only to show that int(.&) = 0 for 
k = 1, 2,.... Suppose, that there exists k such that int(.&,) # 0. Then there 
exists an open ball B(& S) with the center 2 and radius 6 > 0 such that 
B(i, S) c .&. But S is dense in (X, d). Therefore, there exists 
x0 E B(2,6) n S such that x(x,) = 0. Furthermore, there exists A > 0 such 
that B(x,, A) c B(2,6) and such that x(x) < l/k for x E B(x,, A). Indeed, 
suppose that it is not true. Then for A = l/n there exists x, E B(x,, l/n) such 
that x(x,) > l/k. Of course, x,+x0 E S as n--t co, which contradicts the 
assumption on x. Then x0 E B(2, S) and x0 E .&. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
Now we can prove the main results of this paper. 
,/,~O;MR”; L; su;;;iar ,g;, and 3; denote subsets of 
r, , n 
(a) for each (rp, f) E X, an initial value problem (6) has at most one 
solution, on the maximal interval [-r, T;] c [-r, T], 
409/97/l Ih 
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(b) for each ((4, f) E 3’; an initial value problem has at least one 
solution on the maximal interval [-r, f,] c I-r, T], 
(c) for each (q,f) E ~6; a solution x(p, f) depends continuously on 
(rp, f), i.e., for every sequence ((q,,f,)} of 3’; such that 11 (D,, - (D 11” +
df,,f) + 0 as n + 00 and A(v,,,f,) z 0 we haue Ilx(v,,f,) - xbf )117 -, 0. 
where x((p,, f,) E A(qp,, f,) for each n = 1,2 ,.... 
Then X, n.%, n.%, is a residual subset of d([-r, 01, R”) x F. 
Proof: For simplicity it will be assumed that p;= T for each f E ,F. Let 
X= zZ([-r, 01, R”) x .ir and let us denote by S the set of all (q,j) with 
locally Lipschitzean f: We have g= X. Define x: X + [0, co) by setting 
where (p,f) E X, x(qi,fi) E A(rpi,fi), i= 1,2, and B((q,f), S) denotes an 
open ball of X with the center (o, f) and a radius 6 > 0. 
For each (v,f) E X and (ul, f,), (v2,fJ E S n B((p, f ), 4 we have 
/i(~~~~,fi) # or for i = 1,2. Therefore, x(p, f) is defined for each (p, f) E X. 
Now let us observe that 
(i) (x(q, f) = 0) G- (/i (rp, f) has at most one point), 
09 CrQ4.d = 0) * (A (co,f) # 2% 
(iii) [x(o, f) = 0 and lim “A (D, - v II, + P(f”, f)) = 01 * 
Vim,+ m z&n Tf,) = O), 
(iv) (x(cp, f) = 0) + (a solution of (6) depends continuously on (9, f ), 
and 
(VI (%f) E s * X(%f) = 0. 
Indeed, suppose x(p, f) = 0 and let A(p,f) = {x, y}, where IIx - yllT > 0. Let 
co = Ilx-YIIP Since lima+, ~wWcoI~fi> -4hfJlIT: (Yi ,.A) E 
B((tp,f), S), i= 1,2}, then there exists a 6, > 0 such that /lx(u,, f,) - 
-+hf2)l17. < co/3 for each (rplTfA ((02,f2) E B((P,f ), 4. But e. = lb -Y llT 
G lIX-Xh~fi)llT+ llx(co,~fi>-x(Ul*~f*)llT+ Ilx~~z~f2)-YIIT < co* -l-hen 
Ilx-YlIT=o. 
Suppose x(p, f) = 0 and let { (p,f,)} be a sequence of S such that 
p(f,, f) -+ 0 as n -+ 00 and let x, = x(p, f,) E A(q, f,) for n = 1,2 ,.... For 
every 6 > 0 there is an N > 1 such that (p, f,), (p, f,) E B((p, f), S), and 
p(f,, f) < 1 for n, m 2 N. Therefore, we have 
IIxn-xx,IIT~suP {llx(~l~f~)-xx(~*~f*)ll,: (Vi,&) 
E B((V7,f ), 4, i = L2) 
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for n, m > N. From this and x(q,f) = 0 it follows that llxn -x, 11, --t 0 as n, 
m 3 co. Then, there exists an x E &‘(I-Y, T], R”) such that 11x, - x((~-+ 0
as n -+ c/3. Since x(t) = p(t) for t E I-r, 0] and 
for t E [0, T] and n 2 N, then x E A(rp,f). 
For the proof of (iii), suppose x(~,f) = 0, IIP, - ~11~ +p(f,,S) + O as 
n --t co and that (x((o,,,f,) j is not converging to 0 as n + 00. Then, there are 
q > 0 and a sequence (w,, g,) E X such that 11 v/, - v Ilo + p( g,,f) -+ 0 as 
n + 00 and so that x(w,,, g,) > q. Consequently, we can find subsequences 
(wi,, gt,) (i = I, 2) of X such that 
and so that xh,~=x(&, g;,) (i= 1, 2), satisfy 11x&,--xi,l\,> r/2. But 
Ilwi, - PIIll + PWIJ) + 0 as k -+ a. Hence &,f) = 0, similarly as in the 
proof of (ii), we get lim,+, \Ix~,~-&JJ~ = 11x’ -x211T, where x1, 
x2 E A(p,f). But, in virtue of (i), we have x’ =x2. Therefore 
r/2 4 II4, - x;*llr -+ 0 as k -+ co, which contradicts o4 > 0. 
Suppose x(p,f) = 0 and let (rp,,f,) be a sequence of X such that 
IkA - dlo +P(.fnJ)-+O as n + 00 and such that A@,,,f,,) + 0 for each 
n = 1, 2.... By virtue of (i) and (ii), x(p,f) = 0 implies that there exists 
x E A’( [--I, ?J, R”) such that A(cp,f) = (x). Using the techniques mentioned 
above in the proof of (ii), we can show that for every sequence 
x, E .d([-r, T], R”) such that x, EA(yl,,f,), we have 11x,, -x)JT+ 0 as 
n-t 00. 
Suppose (v) is not true. Then there exists ($,f) E S such that 
x($,7) > 17 > 0. Therefore, for each II = 1, 2 ,..., there are ((~i,fjJ, 
<d Jf> E B((cA .h I/ n such that Ilx~-x~Il,>~/2, where xLEA(cpi,f’,) 1 
for i = 1, 2, and n = I, 2 ,.... Since jI~~--+llo+p(fjl,j)-+O for i= 1,2, as 
n--+cr, and (@,y) E S, then by virtue of Theorem 6, we have 
v/2 < [ix’ -x2 lir = 0, because x1, x2 E A(@,?) and A($,f) has exactly one 
point. Therefore, (v) holds. 
Let Q = { ((p,jJ E X: x(q,f) = 0). By virtue of (iii) and Lemma 7, R is a 
residual subset of X. But (i), (ii), and (iv) imply that 52 c X, nZ2 n%, . 
Therefore, by virtue of Lemma 6, this completes the proof. 
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Let (p,f) E X and let (x, ((pf)) be a sequence of &‘( [--r, T], R “) defined by 
xjpf’(t) = p(t) for t E [-r, 0] 
= q(O) + /if (s, xfi{’ ,i;{‘) ds for t E [0, T], (8) 
where xI;pVf’(t) = p(t) for t E [-r, 0] and xpqf’(t) = ~(0) for t E [O, T]. 
In a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 4, it can be proved that for 
every (p,j) E S, (xl;pvn) is converging in &‘([-r, T;], R”). 
Let us denote by xa a closed ball of jr with the center 0 and a radius 
a E (0, 1) and let X, = _pP([-l, 01, R”) x Fa. It is not difficult to verify that 
the set S, of all (q,f) E X, with locally Lipschitzeanf, is a dense subset of 
xc%. 
We shall show now that nonconvergence of a sequence (xp.“) is in any 
sense a rare case if (q,f) E X,. 
THEOREM 9. The set X of all (cp,f) E X, for which a sequence (x:~“) 
defined by (8) is converging in J/([-r, T], R”) is a residual subset of X, for 
each a E (0, 1). 
Proof. Let x: x, + [O, co) be defined by ,y(rp,f) = lim,,, diam Eg’f’, 
where EEJ’ = {x:*~‘, x2$),...} and diam EFVf’ denotes the diameter of 
Ecvqf). We have E$“$ c Ez**’ and then diam E$O;;:’ < diam Eggf’ for each 
mm= 1, 2,.... Since 0 < diam E\“3f’ < (4p(f, O))/( 1- p(f, 0)) for (q, f) E X,, 
then limm+a, diam E$,/’ exists for each (p,f) E X,. We have of course 
x(fp, f)= 0 iff (~2’~)) is converging in d( [ -r, T], R “). 
We shall show now that x(q,,f,) -+0 for every sequence (q,,f,) of X, 
such that ]I on - ~JJ I],, + p(f,, f) ---0 as n -+ 00, where (q,, f) E S,. 
Let us observe first hat ] 1 xznqrn) - x$~*’ 1 IT + 0 as n, m --+ co. Indeed, let 
x,,(t) = q(t) for t E [-r, 0] and x,,(t) = ~(0) t E [0, T]. Select a neighborhood 
U,, of (x0, A!,,) and a continuous increasing function K,: [0, T] + [0, 00) such 
that If(.,x,,~~)-f(.,x,,~,)l,~K,(t)[lllx, -x2111t+ lu  -yzIrlfor (xIY~d3 
(x2,y2) E U,, and t E [0, T]. Let B, be a closed ball of C, x L,. with the 
center (x0, x0) and a radius r0 > 0 such that B, c U,. Similarly as in the 
proof of Theorem 6, we can select T, E [0, T] and M, N > 1 such that 
(JJ,,(x$~*‘), q ,($,‘f3f’)), (~~,(xgn~~n’), qT.,(,f~nYfn’)) E B, c U, for n > N and 
m>M. 
Therefore, 
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for it > N and m > M, which proves that 1) ~r~(x~n*~n’) -~~,(xg’~))llr +
1 q&$+Jn’) - qT (i!y’ IT + 0 as n, m + co. Continuing this process we can 
easily get ( 1 x$Jflp - xg*n 11 r-+ 0 as n, m -+ co. 
Suppose now that (rp,,f,) is a sequence of X, converging to (q,f) E S, 
such that x(c~,,f,) is not converging to zero. Then there are q > 0 and a 
subsequence (pk,fk) of ((~,,f,) such that II vk - (D Ilo +~(fk,f) -+0as k + ~0 
and ~(a)~,f,J > v for each k > 1. Hence, in particular follows that diam 
p%fk) > , q for k, m > 1. But a sequence (~2~~~~)) is converging in 
&T([-Y, T], R”) t o ~2,~‘. Therefore, for n, m > 1 and suffkiently large k, say 
k > N, we have 
Thus 
for k > N, because (rp,f) E S,. This contradicts q > 0. 
Now, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 8, we can see that a set 
Q, = ikhf> E & : x@PJ) = 01 is a residual subset of X,. Therefore, .27 is a 
residual subset of X,, too. The proof is complete. 
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